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paint shop pro is the second leading raster/vector graphics program
available to both graphic artists and consumers. although initially,
you could download paint shop pro free as freeware or shareware,
it has since become exclusively commercial, meaning you have to
pay to purchase the program. because paint shop pro is increasing

in expense as later versions continue to be released, especially
since corel has taken over the brand, more and more consumers

are looking for aw way to get paint shop pro free. the presets
feature is a huge improvement over old versions of paintshop pro. it

lets you store sets of adjustments that you've used, in addition to
filters, gradients, and effects. these are easy to apply when you're

in a hurry, and can save you a lot of time in post-processing.
though presets are limited to simple adjustments, they can be
applied to raw images and curves . there are also some basic

advanced tools for adjusting exposure, brightness and contrast, and
color, with a lot of color-picker controls. document tools. when you
open a file, you can create a new blank canvas to start working on

or create a new drawing in your project workspace. the latter option
can be useful if you want to annotate the photo. i wish paintshop

had additional size options for drawings, such as standard sizes like
a4 and 10x14 inches. in this size range, paintshop provides a ruler

tool, which i found to be accurate. you can also create a unique
document format from scratch using the new format dialog, which
is a big improvement over the old format dialog. you can save files

in a variety of formats, including tiff, jpeg, tga, and pdf. you can
also choose from among different styles of sheets, including one for

the wireframe box, and a more traditional grid.
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